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Flow Chart

Macro Structure

73. Surah Al Muzzammil (The One Who is Covered Up) Verses: 20 Makki
Paragraphs: 4

Paragraph 1: V1-8
Benefits and
rewards of Tahajjud
Salah.

Paragraph 4:V20
So, recite Qur'ân as
much as may be easy
for you. (as many
good deeds as you
can). Allah swt will
give you better and
greater rewards.

Main Themes:
You must be firm in your
belief of Tawhid, to get the
strength for this, you must
be close to Allah swt. Read
Thajjud, recite Quran and
stay on right path, only
then a preacher & a Daa’ee
could face the challenges.

Paragraph 2: 9-13
Bear with patience
whatever your
opponents may
utter against you.
Leave their affair to
Allah swt: He
Himself will deal
with them.

Paragraph 3: V14-19
Similarities in the
prophethood missions
of Musa as & holy
prophet Pbuh.

Period of Revelation: The two sections of this Surah were revealed in two
separate periods.
The first section (vv. 1-19) is unanimously a Makki Revelation, and this is
supported both by its subject matter and by the traditions of the Hadith. As
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for the question, in which specific period of the life at Makkah it was revealed,
it is not answered by the tradition, but the internal evidence of the subject
matter of this section helps to determine the period of its revelation.
First, in it the Holy Prophet (upon whom be peace) has been instructed to the
effect: "Arise during the night and worship Allah so that you may develop the
capability to shoulder the heavy burden of Prophethood and to discharge its
responsibilities." This shows that this Command must have been given in the
earliest period of the Prophethood when training was being imparted to the
Holy prophet by Allah for this office.
Secondly, a Command has been given in it that the Qur'an be recited in, the
Tahajjud Prayer for half the night, or thereabout. This Command by itself
points out that by that time at least so much of the Qur'an had been revealed
as could be recited for that long.
Thirdly, in this section the Holy Prophet (upon whom be peace) has been
exhorted to have patience at the excesses being committed by his opponents,
and the disbelievers of Makkah have been threatened with the torment. This
shows that this section was revealed at a time when the Holy Prophet (upon
whom be peace) had openly started preaching Islam and the opposition to him at
Makkah had grown active and strong.
About the second section (v. 20) although many of the commentators have
expressed the opinion that this too was sent down at Makkah, yet some other
commentators regard it as a Madani Revelation, and this same opinion is
confirmed by the subject matter of this section. For it mentions fighting in the
way of Allah, and obviously, there could be no question of it at Makkah; it also
contains the Command to pay the obligatory zakat, and it is fully confirmed that
the zakat at a specific rate and with an exemption limit (nisab) was enjoined at
Madinah.
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